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Introduction 

Much of the present effort in head injury study has been focused 
on determining the dynamic states of stress and strain developed 
during impact load with the ultimate objective of designing protec
tion devices. In this process, tolerable limits of states of stress and 
strain which cause "damage" to the brain tissue must be estab
lished and as a result, a coordinated effort by neuropathologists 
and bioengineers at the University of Washington was initiated to 
establish such a minimum threshold of brain injuries. The experi
mental protocol in this investigation consisted in indenting an ex
posed surface of the pia-arachnoid of an anesthetized rhesus mon
key. The extent of hemorrhaging and cell damage determined by 
histological studies of sections taken from the vicinity of the load
ing site was then correlated with,the computed states of stress and 
strain within this section for the purpose of establishing a fragility 
index of the brain which will then relate the minimum states of 
strain and possibly stress to brain damage. The objective of this 
paper is to describe briefly a finite-element technique which was 
used to determine the state of strain in the vicinity of the indenter 
and to correlate these strains with brain cell damage in rhesus 
monkeys. 

During the last decade, several investigators have extended the 
finite-element method to large deformation problems [1-6]. : An 
excellent survey of the developments in this field has been pre-
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sented in [7, 8]. The finite-element procedures used in the refer
ences quoted above are usually based on the compatible displace
ment method and generally require a large number of elements 
particularly in the region of high stress gradients, such as near 
points of singularity. A preliminary discussion on the incremental 
formulation of assumed displacement hybrid finite-element model 
for large deflection problems (small strain) was also presented ear
lier by Pian and Tong [9]. 

Recently, two of the authors have used the assumed displace
ment hybrid finite-element method to compute the stress-intensi
ty factors in cracked two-dimensional structures based on linear 
theory [10, 11]. The quadrilateral finite element used in this proce
dure is composed of a quadratic boundary and quadratic interior 
displacement field and a quadratic set of Lagrange multiplier 
boundary tractions. In addition, singular elements containing 1/ 
y/r stress and \fr displacement fields were used in the region sur
rounding the crack tip. Compatibility between all elements was 
maintained through the use of the foregoing Lagrangian multi
pliers. Excellent correlation was obtained between available stress-
intensity factor solutions and those computed by using as little as 
12 elements for a central notched tension plate [10, 11]. 

In the following, the foregoing assumed displacement hybrid fi
nite-element method is extended to finite-elastic deformation 
analysis of a region of high strain gradient. It is believed that the 
present application of the hybrid finite-element model to incre
mental analysis of finite-strain problems in regions of high-stress 
gradients is new. 

Finite-Element Formulation 
Formulation of the assumed displacement hybrid finite-element 

method for finite-elastic deformation analysis parallels that of in
finitesimal elastic deformation analysis [10, 11]. An incremental 
procedure with equilibrium checks [5] which is based on the incre
mental equivalent of the variational principle for the displacement 
hybrid finite-element model for solid continua [12] is used in this 
study. With this procedure, the large strains in the vicinity of the 
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indenter tip can be determined by assuming appropriate displace
ment fields in elements under and surrounding the indenter, and 
yet satisfy interelement deformation compatibility by the use of a 
Lagrange multiplier technique. 

In deriving the finite-element equations, for each increment, we 
assume 

1 An element interior displacement field which is completely 
arbitrary and if necessary can include proper singularity terms. 

2 An independent, inherently compatible element boundary 
displacement field, which for the quadratic element used in this 
analysis, involves 16 degrees of freedom. 

3 A set of Lagrange multiplier boundary tractions AT/,, which 
involve 16 parameters. 

As a generic case, consider the increments from (N)th to (JV + 
l) th load step. The incremental variational principle used is <5(Air) 
= 0 for all m elements where 

** = H \ j \_2 ̂ UkM^iA^ki + 2 f f i / A % i A % J 

- AF{Au,j dA + JSA AT £ , (AM { ~ toh)ds 

- j AT.AUids ~ €,„*} (1) 

and 

£,„* = j ( " orf/At;(>, + F^Av^dA + f T^Av.ds (2) 

F, = 0; 

AM, 

<*„»», = T,» 

(5) 

(6) 

Equation (3) is the incremental equilibrium equation for the 
stresses developed by the assumed interior displacements, equa
tion (4) states that the tractions developed by the assumed mere-, 
mental interior displacements match the independently prescribed 
boundary tractions (Lagrange multipliers), and equation (5) is the 
statement of interelement displacement compatibility that is en
forced in the present technique by means of a Lagrange multiplier 
method. Equation (6) which follows from the variation, <5em*, 
implies that the initial stresses in the JVth stage are in equilibrium. 
If in fact the initial stresses were in equilibrium, equation (6) re
duces to a trivial identity. However, it is well known that due to 
the mathematical approximations involved in the incremental so
lution, the initial stress, <r/y°, may not be in true equilibrium. Thus 
the term tm* in equation (1) provides a check for imbalance of 
nodal initial forces. Further discussion of this can be found in ref
erence [5]. 

Since the initial stress and tractions, ay0 and T,°, are known the 
integral in equation (2) can be written as 

{e*i = tec} W i (6) 

where |Qcj can be used to measure the residual error in nodal point 
equilibrium at the beginning of any load step. 

Expressing element nodal displacements in terms of the global 
coordinates for the assembled structure, equation (1) can be writ
ten as 

Am = area of the mth element (m = 1, 2, . ..m) in the 
JVth state 

dAm = entire boundary of the mth element in the iVth state 
Sam = a portion of Am where surface tractions AT, are ac

tually prescribed in the JVth state 
atj° = the Piola initial stress in the Ath state 

Au*(Aew-) = the increments of displacements (strains) from JVth 
to (JV + l) th state 

Au,- = any continuously differentiable displacement field 
used to check the equilibrium of the JVth refer
enced state [5] 

(EijiiClo = the current elasticity tensor 
ATLj = the incremental Lagrange multiplier boundary trac

tions 
Atij = independently prescribed increments of element 

boundary displacements from JVth to (JV + l) th 
state 

ATj = the increments of surface tractions from JVth to 
(JV+l) th state 

Tt° = the initial surface tractions 
AFt = the increments of body forces from JVth to (JV + l)th 

state 
Pi0 = the initial body forces 
tm* = the correction term to "check" the equilibrium of 

initial stress state in the JVth state 

At each increment of loading, the geometry is continuously 
updated. Thus during the JVth load increment, the geometry at the 
beginning of the JVth load increment serves as the reference Lag-
rangian frame from which the incremental displacements are mea
sured. The initial stress and the incremental strains and stresses 
are referred to the metric of this continuously updated Lagrangian 
frame. The linear form of incremental strain-incremental displace
ment relation is thus used for the functional of equation (1), viz., 
Aty = %(Au,-j + Auj,d. It can be shown that when Air is varied with 
respect to Au,-, ATu, and AQ,-, independently, one obtains the fol
lowing Euler equations: 

Ao\ , ,• + 

A T , 

"AM,- + AF, 0 

AO-^.H,. + CT^/AM; 

(3) 

(4) 

ATT = | {A(l*y[^*]{Aq*} - {G*} {Aq*} ~ {Q*} {Aq*} (7) 

where [i/'i*], \G*\, and \QC*\, are the assembled matrices for the en
tire solid. 

The stationary conditions of Aw with regard to |Ag*| then yield 

[0,*] {Aq*} - {G*} = {Qc*} • (8) 

The final incremental algebraic equation can be written as 

[K(qt,p,)]{*<l}{
M -~ {AQ,0>„7*)} + H (9) 

where 

i = the stage of loading 
qi = the generalized nodal displacement corresponding 

to a loading stage of p, 
K(qt, Pi) ~ the stiffness matrix at state i which includes the ef

fects of initial stresses and displacements at stage 
i 

|A<7|«' + 1 = the incremental displacements from the j'th to 
(i + l) th stage 

tAQ/j = the incremental loads 
|e| = the residuals to check equilibrium in the ith stage 

A fixed Cartesian coordinate system is used in the aforemen
tioned incremental procedure, wherein the equilibrium geometry 
for each successive increment is continuously updated. For exam
ple, consider a finite element of rectangular shape in the'initial un-
deformed, unstressed configuration. After the first incremental 
load step, the boundaries of this rectangle, according to the pres
ent formulation, deform to quadratic curves which are uniquely 
defined by the displacements at 3 nodes along each boundary seg
ment. Thus, after deformation, the position coordinates of the 
nodes of the element, which is now of the shape of a quadrilateral 
with quadratically curved boundaries, can be referred to the origi
nal fixed Cartesian coordinate system. In the next increment, one 
has to assume displacement functions in the curved quadrilateral 
such that they will be compatible along the interelement bounda
ry. Geometric transformations to map this quadratically curved 
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quadrilateral to a unit square, for ease of element formulation can 
be found easily. A deformation assumption for this unit square, of 
the isoparametric type [13], would automatically insure interele-
ment compatibility. This deformation as implied by isoparametric-
ity should be a quadratic function. In regions of high-stress gradi
ent, such as near the indenter in the present problem where the 
stress state can be singular depending on the root radius of the in
denter, additional deformation assumptions of higher order (in
cluding built-in "singular" type) may be necessary. The present 
hybrid displacement formulation enables one to select a complete
ly arbitrary displacement field (including a proper singular type) 
within the element and enforce the interelement compatibility a 
posteriori through the variational principle. 

Thus, in the present formulation, at any stage of the incremen
tal process, the nodal position coordinates of a quadrilateral ele
ment, with quadratic boundary curves, are first computed with re
spect to a fixed Cartesian coordinate system. Using fixed Cartesian 
coordinate systems of *,-, yi (i = 1~8 for an eight-node quadrilater
al), first a geometrical transformation of this quadrilateral element 
(with quadratically curved boundaries) to a nondimensional 
square is made. In applying the hybrid displacement formulation 
to this unit-square, a displacement variation of arbitrarily high 
order (including any singular type) is assumed within the element. 
In addition, a boundary displacement that can be uniquely inter
polated in terms of the displacements of the boundary nodes (and 
may include proper singular type functions) is independently as
sumed, thus enforcing the interelement compatibility condition. 
The foregoing discussion also serves to explain the motivation for 
adopting the present hybrid formulation for problems with regions 
of high-stress gradient. 

In the repetitive application of the incremental procedure, equa
tion (9) is solved for {Ag,j;'+1 which is used to update the geometry, 
and find the stiffness matrix for (i + l ) th step with appropriate 
modifications in geometry, and a given constitutive relation. A tan
gent modulus method with iteration could be employed to account 
for nonlinear constitutive law. We also note that stresses, mf + 
Ao-;y, resulting from load step N, become initial stresses for the step 
JV + 1. For step N, the stresses, a if + ACT;;, are treated as Piola-
Kirchhoff stresses referred to the state before the addition of the 
Nth load step. Thus, for treating the incremental problem corre
sponding to the (N + l ) th load increment, these total stresses at 
the end of step N must be converted to Piola-Kirchhoff initial 
stresses, Sif referred to the state before the addition of (N + l ) th 
load increment. The relation between the stresses, (aif + Aatj) and 

s,,° = I—I 
'ax' 

-i (M 
Ux, XkJ \9X, 

K ° + AcrJ- (10) 

\ax/aX\ is the determinant of [axJaXj], xi = X; + Au;, and x,> = 5,*, 
+ Autji. Furthermore, it can be seen that \ax/aX\_1 can be approxi
mated as |ax/aX|_ 1 = (1 — Aui.i — Au2,2). A similar transformation 
is used for transforming the surface tractions at the end of iVth 
load step to initial stresses in the new configuration at the begin
ning of the (N + l) th load step. 

Indentation of Monkey Brain 
Four holes, 13 mm in dia, were drilled, two on the frontal suture 

and two close to the occipital ridge of the anesthetized rhesus mon
key skull. The dural mater at the incision was removed and the 
arachnoid layer of the meninges was exposed. An indenter device 
with a blunt steel blade of 10 mm width and 1 mm thickness was 
then inserted into these holes and the indenter blade was de
pressed by a drop weight. Attempts were made to avoid sites of 
major folds, convolutions, and arteries in the actual indentation 
tests. Obviously the complex and irregular geometries could not be 
avoided entirely in actual experiments, but these effects were min
imized by averaging many experimental data. After the last inden
tation, the monkey was perfused through the heart with formalin. 
The fixed brain was then removed and sectioned serially normal to 
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Fig. 1 Darken neurondensity pattern in a section of the cortex 

blade indentation, stained with Verhoeff Van Giesen and observed 
under a 200 power microscope for neuron darkening. 

Fig. 1 shows a typical density pattern of such darkened neurons 
in approximately a 2.5 mm square region under the indenter. This 
density pattern was obtained by averaging 30 density diagrams of 
darkened neurons obtained from the four indentation sites of 15 
rhesus monkeys. Many experimental data were discarded due to a 
variety of causes, such as obvious geometric interferences caused 
by folds, poor perfusion, and excessive hemorrhaging. Since the 
darkening of the neurons indicated a trauma in the nerve cells, ef
forts were then made to correlate the minimum threshold of neu
ron darkening with the mechanical state at the time of indenta
tion. 

Finite-Element Idealization 
In the modeling of the foregoing indentation experiment, the 

large strain gradient in the vicinity of the indenter in this problem 
introduces additional complexity in the finite-element analysis of 
nonlinear material. Additional complexity peculiar to biological 
structural analysis such as possible nonhomogeneous and aniso
tropic mechanical properties of the pia mater and its complex folds 
in the subarachnoid space made it necessary to introduce some 
gross simplification. First, the brain was assumed to be a homoge
neous and isotropic material with a smooth exposed surface. This 
assumption was necessary despite our capability of incorporating 
nonhomogeneous and anisotropic material properties in the devel
oped computer code, due to the lack of such experimental data in 
the literature. 

Since only the local states of stress and strain in the vicinity of 
the indenter were of interest in this analysis, only a local section, 
the brain cross section, consisting of a rectangular block of 6 mm X 
16 mm and constrained in parts by the interior surface of the skull 
as shown in Fig. 1, was considered. Displacement boundary condi
tions were prescribed at the left and lower edges of the rectangular 
cutout. These prescribed displacements were obtained from anoth
er extremely simplified analysis of the idealized entire rhesus mon
key brain, 40 mm X 60 mm in size, subjected to the same indenta
tion [14]. 

The assumed state of plane strain in Fig. 1 was justified since an 
indenter of 10 mm width and 1 mm thickness was used in the in
dentation tests. Thus one can reasonably assume that for a 1 to 2 
mm indentation depth a two-dimensional plane-strain state exist
ed in the central planar cross section of 2.5 mm X 2.5 mm along 1/3 
of the indenter width. Also note that the contact area of the in
denter modeled in this finite-element analysis is about 0.2 mm and 
not the full indenter thickness of 1 mm. 

For the moderately fast drop weight velocity, 1 m/sec, involved 
in the indentation test, elastic response of the brain was postula-
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Fig. 2 Finite-element breakdown of a region of a Rhesus monkey brain in 
the vicinity of applied indentation 

ted. The load duration of 1 ~ 2 sec after indentation justified the 
use of quasi-static analysis to study the structural response of the 
brain subjected to the indentation test. 

As mentioned previously, the anisotropic elastic properties of a 
rhesus monkey brain under multiaxial loading condition are not 
available nor could they be determined experimentally within the 
scope of this investigation. The elastic properties of the brain were 
thus taken from literature which showed that the isotropic, nonlin
ear compressive moduli of free standing specimens taken from 
human and from rhesus monkey brains were almost identical [15]. 
The compressive true stress versus true strain curves for human 
brains at the available slowest loading rate of 0.1 sec - 1 were used 
in analyzing the rhesus monkey brain. In terms of effective stress, 
o-e, versus effective strains, te, the uniaxial experimental results in 
reference [15] can be represented as 

lO.OCKe0-46068 - 1 . 0 ) g w t / m m 2 (11) 

/2 
es = Vf eaea 

Sij, e;j are stress and strain deviators, respectively. 
Since the maximum calculable Lagrangian strain is of the order 

of 0.2, the effective stress-strain curve represented by equation (11) 
is essentially linear in this strain range and thus a constant shear 
modulus of G = 4.6 gwt/mmz = 4.5 X 104 dynes/cm2 was used. This 
value is about two-thirds the Gx-value of a recently determined av
erage complex shear modulus, G = Gi + iGz, for human brain tis
sue [16], 

The Poisson's ratio necessary for this isotropic elastic analysis is 
normally assumed to be 0.5 for biological structures which are con
sidered incompressible. Structural analysis involving incompress
ible materials introduces an added undetermined quantity, the hy
drostatic state of stress, to the yet-to-be-determined six stress 
components and complicates the solution procedure. Although 
various solution procedures have been proposed for handling 
structural analysis involving incompressible materials, these pro
cedures were not incorporated in this investigation due to the 
added complexity of the already complex solution procedure. A 
physical justification for not considering incompressible material 
is that liquid in this liquid-filled porous medium tends to pour out 
under compression and thus the apparent Poisson's ratio would be 
less than 0.5. In this analysis, a Poisson's ratio of 0.49 was thus 
used. 

PRESCRIBED DISPLACEMENTS 

Fig. 3 Contours of maximum principal strain at indentation of 0.55 mm 

APPLIED LOAD 

PRESCRIBED DISPLACEMENTS 

Fig. 4 Contours of maximum principal strain at indentation of 1.29 mm 

Computation Procedure 
Fig. 2 shows the finite-element breakdown of one half of the 6 

mm X 16 mm plane-strain cross section of a segment of the rhesus 
monkey brain. A total of only 48 elements were necessary in this fi
nite-element breakdown despite the large strain gradient in the vi
cinity of the plunger. Since much of the pathological evidence as
sociated with the indentation was concentrated in a 2.5 mm X 2.5 
mm brain region surrounding the indenter, these local regions were 
sufficiently large to encompass the high strains in this small re
gion. 

For the first increment of loading, which is about 0.49 mm in
dentation, three iterations of the equilibrium check of equation (9) 
were necessary which increased the indentation to 0.55 mm. Con
vergence of the numerical procedure was determined by the de
crease in the ratio of the norms of the residual vector and total 
load vector of e** = {{e*\T{e*}/{Q}T\Q\)1/2. The iteration was then re
peated and this ratio of t** decreased to a value lower than 0.05. 
The second increment of loading for indentation of 1.15 mm also 
required three iterations before e** became smaller than 0.05. The 
equilibrium check and associated interation procedures increased 
the indentation to 1.29 mm. 

Results 
Figs. 3 and 4 show distributions of the maximum principal strain 
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PRESCRIBED DISPLACEMENTS 

Fig. 5 Contours of shear strain, exy at indentation of 1.29 mm 

for the two indentations of 0.55 mm and 1.29 mm, respectively. 
The deformed free surfaces of the brain under these two indenta
tions are shown in Fig. 2. The obvious region of maximum strain is 
immediately under the indenter. These strain contours follow a 
characteristic inverted bell-shape at all levels of indentation. 

A comparison of the maximum strain distributions in Figs. 3 and 
4 and the neuron density pattern shown in Fig. 1 indicates a 
threshold maximum normal strain of 0.2 ~ 0.4 where the brain 
cells retain the effects of the indenter. This definite correlation 
suggests that the mathematical model of the rhesus monkey brain 
subjected to a constant indentation, upon refinement, could be 
used to delineate structural parameters and loading conditions 
which affect the brain cells to retain memory of the indenter load
ing for a considerable period after impact. 

Fig. 5 shows the distributions of shear strain, txy, for the inden
tation of 1.29 mm. This shear strain could mechanically shear the 
horizontal arterioles or venules emanating from arteries vertical to 
the cortex surface and may thus cause hemorrhage close to the in
denter. Although the brains were perfused prior to fixing in actual 
experiments, regions of residual hemorrhage suggest that some ar
terioles in the high txy regions did shear, thus providing some veri
fication of this hypothesis. 

C o n c l u s i o n s ' 
An assumed displacement hybrid finite-element method suit

able for finite-elastic deformation of anisotropic material was de
veloped. This numerical procedure was then used to determine the 
strain distribution in the vicinity of a blunt indenter applied to the 

exposed surface of the pia-arachnoid of an anesthetized rhesus 
monkey. A comparison of the numerical results and neuro-patho-
logical results indicates that a maximum strain of 0.2 ~ 0.4 is nec
essary for the brain cells to retain the effect of indentation. 
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